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became unconscious.  An ambo” ambulance “was summoned and CPR 

started.”  

 

43. “07.30, not breathing.  Ambulance arrives 07.38.  Placed into ambulance to 

hospital.  09.04 PLE’d.”  That’s pronounced life extinct “Removed to side room 

at the hospital.  The deceased was Sheku” I think I got the name wrong there, 

B-A-Y-O-H, but I think I’ve put B-A-Y-O-N, “… age 31, 30/9/1983.   

 Kirkcaldy.  Resides with partner (Collette Bell).  Ante…” for 

antecedents “…he was at a party to watch the fight/disturbance.  He assaulted 

a friend.  Bell reported him missing to the police.  Body at hospital.  Batons: 

knife seized including footwear.  The plan was JF” John Ferguson “and ST” 

Stuart Taylor “will do the hospital.  Garry Sinclair and Maurice Rhodes will do 

the scenes.  RC” Ricky Casey – that’s who that was.  “Crown instructs attend 

at Kirkcaldy Police Office” and then, 14.10 there was a meeting.   

 

44. I have been shown notes I completed concerning 3 May (PIRC-01467). I have 

been asked if these notes were completed contemporaneously on 3 May. They 

were completed by me that day, yes. 

 
45. I have been asked to read certain notes from 3 May. (PIRC-01467) It begins 

on page two, “09.30 SFIU West, Kirkcaldy.  Death in custody 07.15 Sunday” 

“Black man running about Hayfield Road, knife, cars, mayhem, number of calls 

of similar nature/similar circumstances.  Four Police Scotland motor vehicles 

attended.  3m 1” I think that might be “1 CID, Hayfield Road.  Arrival, suspect 

ran at policewoman with knife (not used assaulted), attacked with the knife. CS 

discharged (?) No effect.  Officers pulled batons, struck several times/no blood 

at locus.  Rumpus on ground. Handcuffed to rear.  Leg restraints applied.  

Suspect went into unconscious. Ambo.  CPR at locus.  Ambo 07.30.  Not 

breathing.  07.30 ambo arrives.  07.38 into Ambo.  09.04 PLE’d, and then 

moved to side room of A&E.”  And then Sheku Bayoh’s date of birth and his 

address. Underneath that, it’s: “Collette Bell.  Police officers MDA possible 

Collette Bell's address 
at Arran Crescent
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201. On page eighteen at the top, there’s an entry in a square bracket that looks 

like “23.10 Karen frustrated at the time it was taking.” Karen’s actually – she’s 

come into the room in a kind of jovial way and said, “This is taking forever,” 

and we said, “Well, we’ve still got a fair bit to go,” and I think at that point we 

suggested, “Look, we can come back and do this tomorrow or the day after at 

a more reasonable time,” and he insisted, “No, no, no, we’re getting this done 

tonight.”   

 
202. On page twenty, there’s an entry headed “Sheku Bayoh death 3 May.” It says, 

“News: driving instructor.” I am not quite sure. “Private driving lessons” I think 

this is something about she got the news from a driving instructor about the 

death, and she knew that Alan was on shift at that particular time. 

 
203. On page twenty-two, an entry which begins “12.05 still okay”. At 12.05, that 

was us looking at the time and going “Look, it’s after midnight now.  Are you 

still happy to carry on with this, or can we come back?”  I put that in there just 

so that we were aware, or I had a recollection or a note, that he was willing, 

more than willing, to carry on, even into the small hours of the morning. 

 
204. Also on page twenty-two an entry that begins “Fundraiser”. “Fundraiser in 

Leven on a Saturday.  Car wash thing for Sheku Bayoh.  Spoke to a member 

of the family: ‘I’ve got information re Sheku’s death.’  They took her phone 

number, next day contacted and met the family, Sheku’s sister.  Met with the 

family two months ago.” 
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205. On page twenty-four, I have been asked if this is the end of the meeting. Yes. 

At 01.24 the full statement was read over to Barry Swan. At 02.06 we made 

some amendments. and then at 02.15 he signed the statement. 

 
206. I have been asked what the notes on page twenty-six relate to. I’m not quite 

sure what that is.  I think it was just something that was mentioned and I’ve 

taken some notes and then I’ve circled it there, William Paton’s statement, in 

relation to does it back up or contradict anything that Barry Swan had said. As 

it says there, there’s no contact number in for him.  We didn’t know his address 

or anything like that. I think it’s just a record of what I think had happened that 

Aamer Anwar was present, in Barry Swan’s house and various bits. 

 

Responsibility within PIRC 
 

207. I have been asked if I had any involvement working on the PIRC report 

submitted to COPFS on 10 August 2016. No. 

 

208. I have been asked what role more senior figures such as Irene Scullion and 

John Mitchell and Kate Frame had in the investigation. They were the senior 

management team I’m not sure what they would have done, or what they would 

have directed.  I would not be privy to their decisions or actions.  

 

209. I have been asked, at this point, who at PIRC was ultimately in charge of the 

investigation. William Little, was the investigating officer.  He was a deputy 

senior investigator, but he was being overseen by John McSporran.  John 

would have been the senior investigator at that point, he would have been 

directing what was getting done, and I’m sure that between John Mitchell, Irene 

Scullion, and John McSporran, the directions and so on would have been there 

with Billy. 

 














